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Abstract
The United Nation’s World Health Organization estimates that over 3,400 people die and about 100,000 are seriously injured every day on the roads worldwide. A disproportionate number of these accidents occur in Asian countries with rapidly growing economies. In this presentation, we discuss research studies directed towards making road travel safer and more efficient. We will discuss multidisciplinary research activities focused on the design and evaluation of new types of “passive” and “active” safety systems. We will introduce “Human-Centered” approaches which incorporate driver behavior and ethnography surrounding the task of driving in the design of intelligent driver assistance systems. Novel instrumented vehicles are used for conducting experiments, where the rich contextual information about vehicle dynamics, surround and driver state are captured for careful, detailed ethnographic studies, as well as realistic data for developing algorithms to analyze multi sensory signals for active safety. In this presentation, we will provide a systems-oriented framework for developing multimodal sensing approaches, inferencing algorithms and human-vehicle interfaces for safer automobiles. We will consider three main components of the system, driver, vehicle, and vehicle surround. We will discuss various issues and ideas for developing models for these main components as well as activities associated with the complex task of safe driving. The presentation will include discussion of novel sensory systems and algorithms for capturing not only the dynamic surround information of the vehicle but also the state, intent and activity patterns of drivers. We will also introduce a new type of visual display called “dynamic active display”. Illustrative safety systems for smart airbag deployment, collision avoidance, automatic lane keeping, incident detection and congestion mitigation will be presented. We will also discuss emerging trends in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication based safety systems.
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Abstract
The emerging need for hybrid intelligent systems is currently motivating important research and development work. It is well known that the intelligent systems, which can provide human-like expertise such as domain knowledge, uncertain reasoning, and adaptation to a noisy and time varying environment, are important in tackling practical computing problems. The integration of different learning and adaptation techniques, to overcome individual limitations and achieve synergetic effects through hybridization or fusion of these techniques, has in recent years contributed to a large number of new intelligent system designs. These ideas have led to the emergence of several different kinds of intelligent system architectures. This talk presents some of the generic modular hybrid architectures which have evolved over the past decade in the hybrid intelligent systems community. We further attempt to discuss the importance of these architectures with an emphasis on the best practices for selection and combination of intelligent methods. Two application examples will be presented to demonstrate how such systems could be used for solving real world problems.
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